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The Craft Year 2007 is a nation-wide celebration of professional

Canadian craft. This year-long festival of events explores Canada’s

craft culture in all its diversity and creativity. Exhibitions, forums,

seminars, publications, Websites, exchanges and other ventures

have all been planned to enchant, engage and educate Canadians

about craft practice as a unique cultural activitity.

In the context of Craft Year 2007 and in an attempt to provide

an intersection point for the artistic and craft practices, Oakville

Galleries marks this celebration with the presentation of Monika

Napier’s exhibition mad, mad, mad, mad world, organized and circu-

lated by the Kenderdine Art Gallery, University of Saskatchewan.

Monika Napier’s work crosses the line between Art and Craft.

The artistic abilities, the demonstrated craftsmanship, the subtle 

humour and the creativity deployed in her works lead the viewer

to rethink the connection between craft and technology. Seem-

ingly, the technology of handicraft has long since given way to

technologies of machine-powered mass-production. As we see

Napier transform bundles of extension cords into woven sculptural

assemblages, applying age-old technology of basket-making to

cords, meant to act as transmitters of electricity, questions begin

to arise about our processes of making objects and the uses of

our resources. Napier’s works, existing in an architectural context,

be it private or public, evoke recognizable practices and instigate

the questioning of systems in which these practices function.

We invite you to explore the systems in which we live through

this exhibition.

In between objective and delusional existence these frivolous, dis-

posable mass-produced, petite and petty objects may hover in our

psyches as substantial illusions.

In some but by no means all senses, the “substance” of these

illusions is a vast indefinable class of trivial products, and in some

senses but by no means all, the “substance” is a particular reflex

intrapsychic process. These objects are endless, or rather their end-

lessness is no more untrue than are the subtle variations between

all identical objects. The saccharine pink cube is like the next saccha-

rine pink cube. The transparent swatch of polyethylene is like the next

transparent swatch of polyethylene. That fanny pack is exactly like

the next fanny pack. A Bic® is a Bic® is a Bic®.

— Jeanne Randolph

I live and work near a secluded, fragile ecosystem of power-bars,

electrical cords, and dust bunnies. I am sure there are a couple

hundred species of mites, too, but I am not a mite-watcher, though

I could be, maybe, if I had the right equipment. I have an abiding

affection for this as yet unnamed ecosystem, and conscientiously

protect it from wanton destruction by vacuum cleaners and dust

mops. Every once in awhile, when I have to visit the unnamed eco-

system to adjust a connection, I marvel at its robustness, and won-

der what forces conspire to cause the dust to collect so densely

—do the cords have a slight electromagnetic charge, or is the still-

ness of the small canyon between my desk and the wall the logical

end-of-the-line for cords and dust?

Visual artist Monika Napier studies ecosystems too. In fact,

she is interested in all kinds of systems, particularly those that 

Opposite: Monika Napier, Blue Depletion Network, 2004, extension cords, cable ties, variable dimensions. Photo courtesy of Monika Napier.

Exhibition opening Thursday 5 April at 7:30 pm at Centennial Square 

followed by a reception, sponsored by Whole Foods Market, in Gairloch Gardens at 8:30 pm.

Opening event Monika Napier will give an artist talk at 9 pm in Gairloch Gardens.

A free shuttle bus to Oakville Galleries’s openings will depart Mercer Union, 37 Lisgar Street,

Toronto, at 6:45 pm and will leave after Monika Napier’s talk at approximately 9:45 pm.

Organized and circulated by the Kenderdine Art Gallery, University of Saskatchewan

Craft Year 2007

It is as a revealing and not as a manufacture that techné is a bringing forth.

— Martin Heidegger

Amperage imagined
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collapse under their own weight. You could say she is in a fecund

ideological ecosystem for that kind of inquiry. Her obsessively

constructed installation, titled after Stanley Kramer’s 1963 slap-

stick road movie It’s A Mad Mad Mad Mad World, takes potshots

at the maniacal intensity of North American consumption of re-

sources. Her installation is made entirely of extension cords bound

with cable ties. There is, I note, no dust growing on Monika’s exten-

sion cords.

Despite their bright safety hues, extension cords are so com-

monplace as to be practically invisible. Critic and psychoanalyst

Jeanne Randolph might classify extension cords as “objects brief

and endless,” belonging to a pervasive class of consumer goods

not invested with interpretive, ethical, or cultural meaning. These

objects, while not literally invisible, surround us as a milieu, like

air or wind or fluorescent lighting; Randolph identifies objects

brief and endless to probe the psychology (psychopathy) of exces-

sive consumption, bringing our ethics of consumption into unnerv-

ingly sharp focus.1

Monika Napier exploits the banality of extension cords, trans-

forming them to objects that invite and provoke reinterpretation

of the materials of everyday living. Her mad, mad, mad, mad world

encompasses a domesticity buzzing with an excess of activity and

appliance. From another perspective, Napier’s objects, as they both

annotate and inhabit architecture, cause us to rethink domestic

space. Napier’s process is ponderously domestic: virtually all of the

works were assembled with the same labour-intensity as basketry,

knitting, crocheting, weaving, or hand-built pottery. Look how accu-

rately she has spaced the cable ties, and how evenly the rows of

cords have been assembled. Napier’s technique is exacting, obses-

sively precise. But make no mistake, this is physically demanding

work — an accurate reflection, perhaps, of the grind of domestic

labour. Napier’s iron-woman approach and the out-sized scale of

her project, though, would typically be associated with the indus-

trial. At one time, the domestic and the industrial were understood

as discrete, possibly opposite, cultures. But in this post-industrial

moment, the engines of consumerist economy are sited in the home.

The domestic is industrial. Martha Stewart’s hardcore domesticity,

patina-encrusted and hand-kneaded, is an economic driver. On

a more literal level, home based businesses and sweatshops are

commonplace. Even the look of the home is industrial. Just think

about stainless steel ranges, for example. Even if you eat takeout

seven nights a week, reheating it demands an industrial-looking

range. Napier’s constructions are a hilarious send-up of this labile

contemporary conceit.

Whether plugging in the car on a January day, running another

set of lights to the patio, or heating the garage, extension cords are

the temporary conduit from the interior of the home to the external

world. We can wire just about anything, to just about anywhere.

Physically, the vast majority of us do not venture too far beyond the

territory circumscribed by the average extension cord; digitally

we travel everywhere. Napier asks how we might visualize new

industrial/domestic spaces, as they are inhabited and imagined.

Playing off the traditional physiological similes in architectural

discourse, Napier’s installation draws attention to the circulatory

systems of conduit and wiring, normally hidden under the skin of a

building, architecture’s corporeal innards. Code Orange has the look

of deflated organs, reminiscent of anatomy texts or the unnerving,

embodied minimalism of Eva Hesse. The cord-nodes punctuating

Blue Depletion Network suggest ganglia. I can’t look at Napier’s

mad, mad, mad, mad world without thinking about their mass. And

I can’t think about the mass of Napier’s work without calculating

the corresponding mass of the wiring invisibly ensconced within

the walls, the accumulation of wiring, heating and lighting cables

required, say, to keep a building functional, or a city going. Napier’s

heavyweight objects, grafted into the confined space of the gallery,

render this hidden architectural mass visible, tangible.

mad, mad, mad, mad world continues Napier’s investigation of

systems, “…open systems, closed systems, social systems, organic

systems and above all, systems that eventually demonstrate their

own fallibility.”2 System malaise permeates Code Orange. These

slouching vessels enervate the surrounding space as studies in

entropy. And you can’t help but wonder when, exactly, the metasta-

sizing Blue Depletion Network will begin to overtake itself — it is

not apparent yet, but seems inevitable. There is something mildly

threatening in Napier’s mad, mad, mad, mad world. What about those

sharp, spiny cable ties? Code Orange, for instance, made to meas-

ure for an adult, collapses inward under its own crushing weight.

Blue Depletion Network appears to be an unrelenting rhizomatous

growth, as cute and unmanageable and as potentially annoying as

the invasion of Tribbles on the Starship Enterprise. mad, mad, mad,

mad world is a fabrication of entrapment and claustrophobia, built

with a material commonly thought to extend space and enhance

mobility. Inasmuch as wired architectural space eases our lives, it

is also a mechanism of excess and waste. As we line our domestic

nests with computers, TVs, appliances for every need and whim, 

Above: Monika Napier, Untitled (braid), 2003, extension cords, variable dimensions. Photo courtesy of Monika Napier.
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and bask in the insentient caress of amperage, how have the spa-

tial dimensions of intimacy and imagination changed?

Two of the works included in the exhibition refer to old stories,

which Napier has woven into a technological present. No place like

home and Untitled [braid], fold the invisible spatial dimensions of

architecture into psycho-social mythologies. No place like home

is a red extension cord rendition of Dorothy’s home-seeking ruby

slippers. The slippers look cozy, but the cords leading off to a hid-

den wall socket make it clear that these slippers aren’t going far,

and were made for confinement rather than escape or mobility. The

industrially fabricated, monumental Untitled is a gigantic yellow

“braid.” In early 2004, Napier installed the braid so it cascaded from

a third-story window, re-enacting the Grimm’s fairy tale Rapunzel.

There isn’t space here to explore all interpretations of this tale, but

Rapunzel lends itself to contemporary econo-mythologies. Rapun-

zel, while a naïve captive in the witch’s tower, had only one contact

point with the outside world: her remarkable hair provided entrance

and egress for the witch and the illicit lover. Rapunzel was banished

as a consequence of her single transgression — loving the prince.

Though Rapunzel’s hair was cropped as part of the banishment,

maybe this was not such a bad thing if you consider that her hair

worked to everyone’s advantage but her own. The Brothers Grimm

didn’t go into detail about what happened to the severed braid,

but in mad, mad, mad, mad world it has been reassembled as an 

oversized bundle of extension cords, male ends exposed, betray-

ing our culture’s overheated love affair with domestic appliances,

communications gadgets, power tools, and their attendant mytholo-

gies of necessity. To step outside expectation, to consume less,

is to risk social banishment, to risk wandering in a social wilder-

ness. Where Rapunzel’s story ends with redemption, Napier’s mad,

mad, mad, mad world remains open-ended and live-wired.

mad, mad, mad, mad world is a monument to the rampant tra-

jectory of over-consumption. In it, Napier reveals the enervated

spatial cocoon we inhabit, one that consumes heavily, ever multi-

plying, and moving complacently, intractably, toward a continually

erased end.

— Helen Marzolf

1 Jeanne Randolph, “Lives of Objects Brief and Endless,” Why Stoics Box:

Essays on Art and Society, Bruce Grenville (ed.). Toronto: YYZ Books, 2003,

pp. 131–38.   2 Artist’s statement, 2003.

Power Cord Series: nexus, another project by Monika Napier, is being pre-

sented by Mercer Union, a Centre for Contemporary Art, from 2 March to

7 April 2007.

Mercer Union

37 Lisgar Street, Toronto

www.mercerunion.org

Above: Monika Napier, Code Orange, 2004, extension cords, rubber I.D. tags, cable ties, variable dimensions. Photo courtesy of Monika Napier.


